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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to identify the person and class level factors and class level factors significantly affect the students’ academic achievement in the military professional development education. Total 695 military officers were sampled and were administered a battery of questionnaires in April 2015. The sampled officers were in the officer advanced course of 9 army branch schools and they belonged to 33 classes. The data were analyzed in hierarchical linear modeling because the data structure was multilevel with personal and classroom level. The dependent variable was the officers’ grade level and a multinomial logit model was applied. The grade level was classified into three kinds (A, B, and C) and the student officers received Grade B served as reference group. The results suggested that the college graduation status was not significant because most of the military officers had bachelor degree so there was not much variance in the grade classification caused by the college graduation status. Second, learning motivation is the psychological energy that a learner starts and ends their studying behavior. In many studies, learning motivation was proven to be a strong indicator of a learner’s academic achievement. Learning motivation was significant to separate Grade B from C, however, it was not significant to separate Grade A from B. There was big difference in the variance in the learning motivation between learners of Grade B from Grade C, however, there was no significant difference in the variance in the learning motivation between learners of Grade A and B. Meanwhile, learning strategy turned out to be significant both to separate Grade B from C, and Grade A from B. Many learners who make effort to store, retrieve, and apply to their learning assignment gain better grade than learners who do not know the way to apply the strategy. The results also indicate that the instructors must teach their student not only the class contents but also the learning strategy to improve their learning accomplishment. Study time is also significant to classify the Grade A from B, B from C in the personal and class-level and the result indicates that learning strategy itself is necessary but not enough to improve a learner’s grade level. Logical teaching style positively separate the Grade B from C, A from B and the result means that logical instructors clearly point out a learner’s strength and weakness. The honest feedback and direct guideline are effective to improve the military officers’ accomplishment. The military schools must apply the results when they train their instructors. Learning motivation is the psychological energy that a learner starts and ends their studying behavior. In many studies, learning motivation was proven to be a strong indicator of a learner’s academic achievement. Learning motivation was significant to separate Grade B from C, however, it was not significant to separate Grade A from B because there was big difference in the variance in the learning motivation between learners of Grade B from Grade C, however, there was no significant difference in the variance in the learning motivation between learners of Grade A from B. Meanwhile, learning strategy turned out to be significant both to separate Grade B from C and Grade A from B. Many learners who make effort to store, retrieve, and apply to their learning assignment gain better grade than learners who do not know the way to apply the strategy. The results also indicate that the instructors must teach
their student not only the class contents but also the learning strategy to improve their learning accomplishment. Study time is significant to classify the Grade A from B, B from C in the personal and class-level and the result indicates that learning strategy itself is necessary but not enough to improve a learner's grade level.
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1. Introduction

All military officers are obliged to complete the professional development education (PDE) programs like officer basic course (OBC), officer advanced course (OAC), and Joint Staff College (JSC) according to their ranks. Those PDE programs facilitate the officers' competencies for their job and the positive effects brings progress of defense power[1]. Jung(2015) empirically demonstrated the significance of the PDE on the Republic of Korea Army (ROKA) officer's job satisfaction and job competency[2]. He applied CIPP (Context-Input-Process-Product) model to prove the officers' perceived work proficiency through the PDE. There have been only few studies attempted to empirically prove the effect of PDE in the military context this study intended to demonstrate the effect.

Researchers in the area of continuing professional development have been attempting to identify the factors affecting the achievement in the PDE in educational context, and most of the factors related the outcome are group and individual character variables[3]. Researchers suggested that motivation, service tenure, learning strategy, study time are representative individual variables, and group atmosphere, instructor behavior, classroom management, and feedback types are group variables affecting the outcomes of the PDE[4].

As mentioned above, the variables affecting the academic achievement of PDE have a multi-level structure and that requires multi-level analysis (MLA) method to identify the complicated relationship among the variables. The MLA has advantages in explaining the variance of multiple layers and in dividing the explanatory ratio of variance including interaction among the variables[5]. In the usual educational context, each learner belongs to his or her group while having individual characteristics, and each group also has its own characteristics. Individuals, therefore, are influenced by both the personal and group characteristics. Military organizations, especially, has hierarchical attributes and relatively stronger group influence than individual characteristics[6].

This study, therefore, could identify the influence of individual and group variables on the military officers' academic achievement in the PDE. The results of this study would contribute to advancement of PDE in the aspects of recruit and training of instructor. The research questions to accomplish the research purpose are like below:

First, what are the significant individual variables affecting the academic achievement in the military officers' PDE?

Second, what are the significant group variables affecting the academic achievement in the military officers' PDE?

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Concept and importance of PDE

PDE is a pre-commissioning training program focusing on knowledge, skill, and attitude (KSA) of the specific job area[7]. Professionalism is more emphasized in the job area like medicine, law, and education as they require long and intensive education is required. Professionals in those area have to acquire up-to-date KSA to maintain their expertise and vocational identity[8].

PDE is needed for the professionals to conduct their job duties and to create new values in their job. Since pre-service education is not
satisfactory to give a novice full KSA to meet the clients' demand, a beginner of a professionalism has to complete the PDE to expand his or her competence[9]. New KSAs are produced every day, so the professionals have to absorb the new KSAs to develop their vocational identity[10]. In addition, the professionals' internal re-composition of their vocational identity is also required to progress their professionalism[11].

Learners in the PDE experience complex interaction with instructors, peers, and staffs over the course of the training including cooperation, renovation, or conflicts[12]. Professional competency, therefore, is formed not only by personal factors like effort or attribute but also by interaction with peers, instructors' behaviors, and institutional supports. Military officers, especially, need to involve in on-the-job trainings to increase their expertise, and they also need to involve in the professional community with the peers' support and in information[13].

2.2. Personal and group factors affecting the academic achievement in PDE

Literature reveals that individuals' cognitive characteristics, instructors' behavior, relationship with peers, and classroom atmosphere significantly affect the learners' accomplishment in the PDE[14]. In the personal level, schooling is an important predictor of academic accomplishment and satisfaction[15]. In addition, tenure status(long-term service) is an index of job competence and motivation[16]. Third, learning motivation, the strength of will to study, also affect the academic accomplishment in the military and civilian education[17]. Fourth, learning strategy is a cognitive way to efficiently store and retrieve to solve problems and it significantly affects the learners' academic accomplishment.

It has been known that instructors' teaching strategy has strongest influence on the academic accomplishment among the group factors[18]. Teaching strategy is the main method that an instructor use during his or her class, and it affects the learners' satisfaction and accomplishment. Instructor's leadership, in addition, has significant effect on the learners' accomplishment and satisfaction, which determines classroom atmosphere either cooperative or competitive.

The cooperative atmosphere is characterized that learners help each other in their academic assignment and give positive feedback to each other to solve their problems harmoniously. The competitive atmosphere, in contrast, is characterized that students hardly help or interact in positive way for other learners[19].

Lastly, rubrics which is an explanatory manual for homework assignments also showed positive influence on the learners' academic achievement. Military officers, especially have to do a lot of assignments in a short time in their PDE, so they need rubrics to solve the assignments[20] as fast as possible.

3. Research Method

3.1. Subjects

The subjects of this study were 695 Korea Army officers who were studying at 9 army branch schools for their Officer Advanced Course(OAC). The subjects belonged to 33 classes as a group level. The branch schools adopt the 'instructor-in-charge' system that an instructor not only teaches his or her class students academic subjects but also discipline them after classes as a disciplinary officer. That is a kind of apprenticeship system magnifying the importance of influence of classroom-level activity on the classroom atmosphere and accomplishment.

In the classroom level, most of the units belonged to combat branches(for examples, infantry, artillery, armor, and intelligence)(n=20, 60.6%), 9 units(27.3%), belonged to technical branches, and only 4 units(12.1%) belonged to administrative branches. The major subjects had long-term service tenure(58.7%) while minor subjects had short-term tenure(41.3%).

A battery of survey questionnaires was administered to the subject from April 5,
2015 to April 8, 2015. The researchers visited each branch school under permission of the superintendents for the survey and interview.

3.2. Variables and research model

This study intends to identify the significant factors affecting the academic accomplishment of the learners in personal and group levels. The results are classified into the two levels.

Academic grade(A, B, or C) is the dependent variable, and the grade is determined by relative ratio of the students’ accomplishment. The grade is finalized based on the students test scores, performance evaluations, and their physical test scores. In sum, 29.5% of the subjects received A, 42.3% of them B, and 28.2% of them C.

There are five personal level independent variables analyzed in this study: College graduation status, tenure status, learning motivation, learning strategy, and study time. First, college graduation status was dummy coded into two numbers: 1 represented that a student graduated from a four-year college with a bachelor degree while 0 meant that a student did not have a bachelor degree. Second, tenure status was also dummy coded into two numbers: 1 represented that a student had the long-term service tenure while 0 represented that a student was not qualified the long-term tenure. Third, the learning strategy is a continuous variable coded with Likert-type scale used the Learning Strategy Scale(LSS) including intrinsic type, extrinsic type, and social type. The reliability coefficient of the measure was Cronbach’s alpha .89 which was quite decent. Fourth, the learning strategy was measured by the questionnaire of Motivated Strategy for Learning(MSLQ) which was developed by Pintrich[21]. The measure was consisted of three sub-scales of cognitive strategy, regulation strategy, and behavioral strategy with 9 items demonstrating the reliability coefficient of Cronbach alpha .90. Lastly, the study time was measured by the self-report scale the requires the respondents to record the exact time they spend in their study.

3.2.1. Group-level independent variables

There are five independent variables in the group-level: instructional type, instructor’s feedback, instructional strategy, rubrics, and cooperative atmosphere. First, instructional type is a scale measuring an instructor’s teaching behavior with Likert-type five-point scale. The teaching style survey demonstrated the reliability coefficient of Cronbach alpha .91. Second, instructor feedback was measured by the students’ self-report scale about the frequency and concreteness of the instructor’s feedback. The instructor feedback scale showed a decent reliability coefficient of Cronbach alpha .88. Third, teaching strategy was measured by the questionnaire of instructor teaching behavior(TBQ) developed by Jung[22] and it demonstrated acceptable reliability coefficient of Cronbach alpha .86. Fourth, the quality of rubrics was measured by a self-report questionnaire of Jung[23] and showed the reliability coefficient of Cronach alpha .87. Lastly, the cooperative atmosphere was measured by the Supportive Problem Solving Inventory(SPSI). It consists of 6 items assessing involvement, help-offering, and action. SPSI demonstrated decent construct validity(CFI=.92, TLI=.90) and reliability (Cronbach alpha .84).

3.2.2. Hypothesized model

The dependent variable of this study is military officer students’ academic achievement in PDE and the personal level independent variables are college status, tenure status, learning motivation, learning strategy, and study time. Independent variables of classroom level, in addition, are instructional type, teacher feedback, instructional strategy, rubrics, and cooperative atmosphere.

The baseline model consisted of only intercept while hypothesized model I has personal level independent variables and model II has group level independent variables over and above the personal level variables. The data were analyzed by multinomial logistic multilevel analysis. The equation model of the analysis is like below:
Level 1 equation means the grade of academic achievement is the dependent variable and the personal level independent variables explain the variance of grade. The grade is classified into three levels (A, B, and C), and the group received the grade B served as a reference group in the equation. The equation calculates the odd ratio of other groups receive the grade of other than B and the equation also output the two multinomial Logit equations. All data set were analyzed in the program of HLM7.0 and the parameters were estimated by multiple imputation [24].

4. Results

4.1. Factors separating grade B from C

4.1.1. Personal level variables

The tenure status, learning motivation, learning strategy, and study time were significant to separate the Grade C from Grade B. First, tenure status ($\beta=.39$, $p<.001$, OR=1.75) significantly separated Grade C from Grade B, second, learning motivation ($\beta=.54$, $p<.001$, OR=2.44) was significant to divide Grade C from grade B. Third, learning strategy ($\beta=.49$, $p<.001$, OR=1.87) and study time ($\beta=.21$, $p<.05$, OR=1.24) also significantly separate Grade C from Grade B.

4.1.2. Class level variables

Facilitative teaching style ($\beta=.21$, $p<.05$, OR=1.24) was significant as a class-level variable to separate Grade C from Grade B and feedback ($\beta=.31$, $p<.01$, OR=2.76), instructional strategy ($\beta=.22$, $p<.05$, OR=1.15), rubrics ($\beta=.20$, $p<.05$, OR=1.30), and cooperative atmosphere ($\beta=.25$, $p<.01$, OR=1.78) also significantly separated the Grade C from Grade B as class-level variables.

The results of the analysis mean that facilitative teaching style positively affected the academic achievement; if the score of facilitative teaching style goes up as much as 1 point, the odd that a learner’s grade would be B rather than C goes up as much as 1.5 times. In addition, if the instructional strategy goes up 1 point, the odd that a learner’s grade would be B rather than C goes up as much as 1.2 times.

4.2. Factors separating grade A from grade B

4.2.1. Personal-level variables

Learning strategy ($\beta=.28$, $p<.01$, OR=2.09) was significant to separate Grade A from B as a personal-level variable and it means if the score of learning strategy goes up 1 point, the odd that the grade would be A rather than B goes up as much as 2.09 times. In addition, the study time ($\beta=.20$, $p<.05$, OR=1.87) positively affected the odd that the grade would be A rather than B, and if the 1 point of study time goes up, the odd that the grade would be A rather than B goes up 1.87 times.

4.2.2. Class-level variables

Logical teaching ($\beta=.21$, $p<.05$, OR=2.24), facilitative teaching ($\beta=.22$, $p<.01$, OR=2.09), feedback ($\beta=.28$, $p<.01$, OR=1.98), and rubrics ($\beta=.21$, $p<.01$, OR=1.86) positively affected the odd that a learner’s grade would be A rather than B. All four variables positively affected the odd that a learner’s grade would be A rather than B. If 1 point of logical teaching, facilitative teaching, feedback, and rubrics goes up, the odd that a learner’s grade would be A rather than B goes up 2.24, 2.09, 1.98, and 1.86 times respectively.

5. Discussion

The purpose of this study is to identify the person and class level factors that significantly affect the student officers’ academic achievement in the PDE. Total 695 military officers were sampled and were administered a battery of questionnaires in April 2015. The officers were in the officer advanced course of 9 army branch schools and belonged to 33
The data were analyzed in hierarchical linear modeling because the data structure was multilevel with personal and classroom level. The dependent variable was the officers’ grade level and a multinomial logit model was applied. The grade level was classified into three kinds (A, B, and C), and the group received Grade B served as a reference group.

The results suggested that the college graduation status was not significant because most of the military officers had bachelor degree, so there was not much variance in the grade classification caused by the college graduation status. Learning motivation is the psychological energy that a learner starts and ends their studying behavior. In many studies, learning motivation was proven to be a strong indicator of a learner’s academic achievement. Learning motivation was significant to separate Grade B from C, however, it was not significant to separate Grade A from B because there was a big difference in the variance in the learning motivation between learners of Grade B from Grade C, however, there was no significant difference in the variance in the learning motivation between learners of Grade A from B.

Meanwhile, learning strategy turned out to be significant both to separate Grade B from C, and Grade A from B. Many learners who make effort to store, retrieve, and apply to their learning assignment gain better grade than learners who do not know the way to apply the strategy. The results also indicate that the instructors must teach their student not only the class contents but also the learning strategy to improve their learning accomplishments. Study time is significant to classify the Grade A from B, B from C in the personal and class-level, and the result indicates that learning strategy itself is necessary but not enough to improve a learner's grade level if the learner does not spend much time to study.

Logical teaching style is significant to separate the Grade B from C, A from B, and the result means that logical instructors clearly point out a learner's strength and weakness. The honest feedback and direct guideline are effective to improve the military officers' accomplishment. The military schools must apply the results when they train their instructors to interact with student officers in the class.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to identify the effect of achievement orientation on the military cadets’ intention for adherence to sport activities (IASA) and performance in the sport activities (PSA) in the military professional development education. Total 695 military officers were sampled and were administered a battery of questionnaires in April 2015 and 367 subjects of them fully responded to the survey questionnaires. The collected data were analyzed in the structural equation modeling and the results of the analyses were like these: first, the military cadets’ ego-orientation had significantly positive effect on their intention for adherence to sport activities, and second, the military cadets’ ego-orientation had significantly positive effect on their performance in the sport activities of soccer, fitness, and Taekwondo. The results of this study have many suggestions and implications for research and practice of physical education. First, it is interesting that the effect of ego-orientation is stronger than that of task-orientation because many previous researchers reported contrasting results. That is, most of the precedent studies reported that task-orientation demonstrated more significant effect on the IASA and the PSA than that of ego-orientation because the task-orientation leads athletes to focus more on the dexterity of their performance than an outcome of a match. The contrasting results could be understood that most of the military cadets are familiar with norm-referenced evaluation system to reach up to higher rank, so they care more about the relative position than their skillfulness. Jung (2014)’s study supported the interpretation as military cadets’ ego-orientation also had stronger effect on their achievement in academics, military training, and disciplinary evaluation than task-orientation. Second, the results of this study suggest that researchers should concentrate on the context of the evaluation when they conduct a study of comparison of effect between the task and ego-orientation because the magnitude of effect depends on the context of the evaluation rather than the kind of achievement orientation. For example, the task-orientation would have stronger effect than ego-orientation in the context of criterion-referenced evaluation because a student does not need to compete against his or her peers as the score depends on the dexterity of his or her performance. In the context of norm-referenced evaluation, on the contrary, ego-orientation would be acceptable to the learners because they have to defeat other students to have better score. Third, the results of this study indicate that the norm-reference evaluation system in the military academy has profitable effect on the military cadet’s academic accomplishment because the cadets tend to make more effort in the competitive situation than in the cooperative situation. This study, however, also suggests that instructors of the physical education need to use norm or criterion-referenced evaluation system to improve the military cadets’ performance as well as their participation in the sport activities. The precedent studies in the physical education research suggest that moderately competitive atmosphere in the sport activities would stimulate the learners’ concentration and performance, however, too competitive atmosphere would harm their performance.

[Keywords] Military Cadets, Goal Orientation, Intention of Exercise Adherence, Performance, Korea Army
1. Introduction

In the contemporary warfare, weapon systems have been developed in fast rate and its effect is getting stronger, however, the physical strength of military personnel is still decisive factor[1]. Soldiers may contribute to the accomplishment of combat objectives with physical hardiness. Armed forces of many countries, therefore, emphasize the importance of physical training and sport activity. Researchers reported that physical training and sport activity enhance not only an individual soldier’s physical health, but also his or her psychological well-being and cognitive function[2]. The authority of the US Army critically reviewed the reasons of casualties of the Korean War and found out that many cases the soldiers were killed in the combats because of their shortage of physical strength like running, climbing, and beating. The commanders, therefore, prioritize the physical training as the upper rank in their mission list[3]. The authority of Korea Army also makes good effort to augment the soldiers’ physical strength and health condition through set up systematic physical training programs[4].

Military cadets, in addition, are prospective defense leaders who have a mission to improve their subordinates’ health and physical strength through daily physical training. So their attitude toward the defense physical training may indicate how persistently they would train their subordinates for their physical hardiness[5]. Only few previous studies, however, investigated on the defense physical training in the viewpoint of motivation, but only focused on the military personnel’s physical shape.

In contrast, there have been many studies conducted on the college students’ intention of exercise in the viewpoint of motivation and goal orientation[6]. Gubatana and Cown[2011][7] conducted a study on the military cadets’ orientation of physical activity, motivation of adherence of sports and reported that those activities significantly predict their success of military training and tactical decision-making[8]. Most of the military academies in many countries prioritize the defense physical education as the high rank and set a series of curriculum of physical training to enhance their military cadets’ physical strength and sport skills. Many experts, however, pointed out that most of the military schools spend a lot of time for physical training and sport activities without a long-term objective or philosophy[9]. In that context, research should be conducted on the military cadets’ achievement motivation and IASA. Military cadets, especially, are not professional athletes, but they are leaders of defense physical activity, so they have obligation to complete the assigned curriculum of physical education and activity. In many cases, the psychological orientation of military cadets would determine their effort on the physical activity for their subordinates[10].

Meanwhile, many previous studies suggested that achievement goal orientation is one of the decisive factors influencing the college students’ involvement in sport activity and performance[11]. The achievement goal orientation is a standard of evaluation for success or failure of personal accomplishment of objectives and his or her abilities[12]. In the study of sport science, the achievement goal orientation is classified into two kinds: task-orientation and ego-orientation[13]. In sport studies, task-orientation defines the personal success depending on personal proficiency and development of sport skill, meanwhile ego-orientation prioritizes the win at individual match and other people’s respect.

In the previous studies, investigators insisted that the goal orientation affect the performance in each sport activity by being combined with motivation and effort toward sport activity[14]. However, goal orientations of both sport athletes and military cadets have not been investigated in Korea. Only Jung(2014)[15] studied the influence of military cadets’ goal orientation on their learning strategy, motivation, and academic achievement and revealed significantly positive effect. His study, however, has a limitation on this study because the military cadets’ performance and effort in their sport activity was a
small portion of the whole academic achieve-
ment, so the result can suggest only re-
stricted implication for this study.

Researchers suggested that learners with
task-orientation usually have high level of
perceived competence and involvement in
the physical activity, on the contrary, the
learners with ego-orientation demonstrate
lower level of perception of competence and
involvement in the sport activity[16].
Kim(2002)[17] suggested a path model that a
learner’s goal orientation affects the IASA
and involvement in the task, and the effort
significantly affects the performance of the
sport task. In the same context, Yu and
Hur(2001)[18] also reported a positive influ-
ence of the achievement goal orientation on
the sport players’ performance and, in detail,
the task-orientation significantly affect the
athletes’ performance and persistence.

The ego-orientation, however, does not
necessarily negatively affect the performance
of athletes. Some researchers reported that
college athletes of Taekwondo with ego-ori-
entation demonstrated better performance
and intrinsic competency than those of ath-
letes with task-orientation[19].
Duda(2013)[20] also reported that ego-ori-
entation has positive effect on elite profes-
sional athletes’ performance because most of
them make effort to maintain thier skill and
reputation. Those previous studies suggest
that the effect of achievement goal orienta-
tion may vary depending on the kind of sport
activity.

Some studies, meanwhile, conducted for
military cadets in Korea and abroad concern-
ing the relationship between the military ca-
dets’ achievement goal orientation and their
performance in the physical activity. Cho and
Lee(2002)[21] conducted a study to Korean
naval military cadets and reported that ego-
orientation showed significantly positive ef-
fact on their performance in the sport activity
while task-orientation showed insignificant
impact. Mastern(2010)[22] investigated the
relationship among the rank of the military
personnel, involvement in the sport activity,
motivation, and their satisfaction. He re-
ported that commissioned officers and cadets
demonstrated significant relationship be-
tween ego-orientation and competitive moti-
avation about the sport activity. Charton-
neau(2001)[23] reported that military candi-
dates tend to involve more activities and to
have positive attitude toward sports if their
coaches and leaders exercise transforma-
tional leadership for them and induce them
to form intrinsic motivation.

Based on the literature, I addressed two re-
search hypotheses:

First, military cadets’ ego-orientation will
have significantly positive effect on their inten-
tion of adherence to sport activities.

Second, military cadets’ ego-orientation
will have significantly positive effect on their
performance of sport activities.

2. Method

2.1. Subject and procedure

The subjects of this study are 367 senior
academy cadets of Korea Army Academy at Yeong-
cheon(KAAY). At first, 400 cadets were sam-
pied by the method of simple random sam-
ping and were administered a battery of questionnaires, however, only 367 respond-
ants fully answered the questionnaires. The
survey was conducted from February 16,
2015 to March 15, 2015. Fifty two(14.1%) re-
spondents of the sampled subjects majored
in physical education and 135 respond-
ants(36.7%) registered in the physical act
activity clubs for extra-curricular activity. In addition,
327 cadets(89.1%) of the sample passed the
fitness test with the highest grade. KAAY is a
2-year military institution educating junior
and senior cadets, and senior cadets experi-
enced enough time to take an attitude to-
ward sport activities and to evaluate the in-
structors’ capacity.

2.2. Measures

I used three survey questionnaires to col-
clect the data: Task and Ego Orientation in
Sport Questionnaire(TEOSQ), Physical Activ-
ity Adherence Questionnaire(PAAQ), and
Sport Performance Measure(SPM). The TE-
OSQ was composed of 13 items developed by
Duda & Nicholls(1992)[24] and demonstrated the reliability coefficient of Cronbach Alpha.90. PAAQ was consisted of 7 items inquiring the respondents’ intention for continuing their participation in the sport activities and it was developed by Byeon(2014)[25] to measure the respondents’ intention to participate and continue in the sport activities, demonstrating the reliability of Cronbach alpha. In addition, SPM was developed by the professors of department of sport education, KAAY to evaluate the military cadets’ competence in the soccer, fitness, and Taekwondo.

2.3. Data analyses

I analyzed the data in three steps: First, I used structural equation modeling(SEM) with the achievement goal orientation(AGO) as an exogenous latent variable and with the intention for adherence to sport activities(IASA) as an endogenous latent variable. Second, I used the SEM with the AGO as an exogenous latent variable and with the sport performance as the endogenous variable. Third, I used the SEM with AGO as an exogenous latent variable, IASA and performance in each sport activity as endogenous latent variables. I used SPSS 20.0 to analyze the correlation and descriptive statistics, and AMOS 10.0 for SEM.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics and correlation

I analyzed the data to compute descriptive statistics of mean and standard deviation of each variable. Task orientation of fitness (M=3.44, SD=.89) showed the highest mean among the AGO of all sport activities and ego orientation of fitness showed the second highest mean(M=3.43, SD=.90). I also reviewed the correlation matrix among the variables and found out that soccer showed higher correlation with ego-orientation(r=.36) than correlation with task-orientation(r=.22), fitness also demonstrated higher correlation with ego-orientation(r=.39) than correlation with task-orientation(r=.34). At last, Taekwondo also had higher correlation with ego-orientation(r=.46) than correlation with task-orientation(r=.25).

3.2. Effect of ego-orientation on intention for adherence to sport activities(IASA)

To test the first research hypothesis, four competing models were addressed: (a)null model with no causal relationships, (b)a model hypothesizing a causal relationship between task-orientation and IASA, (c)a model hypothesizing a causal relationship between ego-orientation and IASA, (d)a model hypothesizing causal relationships among the ego-orientation, task-orientation, and IASA.

Structural equation modeling analyses were conducted and four set of fit indices were computed. The null model demonstrated statistically poor fit(x²=1098.27, df=171, CFI=.49, TLI=.45), the second model showed slightly improved fit(x²=852.34, df=170, CFI=.87, TLI=.83), the third model showed highly improved fit(x²=235.88, df=170, CFI=.92, TLI=.92), and the fourth model demonstrated the best fit(x²=227.31, df=169, CFI=.92, TLI=.93). Based on the above results, the third model was set as the baseline model because it had more degree of freedom.

Task and ego-orientation were input as exogenous latent variables on the IASA and the effect of the task-orientation was not significant, however, the effect of ego-orientation was positively significant. I found that ego-orientation had the significant effect on the IASA, but did not find whether the significance of the effect was universal for all kind of sport game. As a follow-up analysis, therefore, three alternative models were constructed: (a) a model with ego-orientation as an exogenous latent variable and the IASA of soccer as an endogenous latent variable, (b) a model with ego-orientation as an exogenous latent variable and the IASA of fitness as an endogenous latent variable, (c) a model with ego-orientation as an exogenous latent variable and the IASA of Taekwondo as an endogenous latent variable. The indices of fit of the three models were acceptable; model (c) showed the best fit among the three models(x²=79.80, df=169, CFI=.99, TLI=.99), model (b) the second best fit(x²=166.80, df=169, CFI=.99, TLI=.98), model (a) the least fit(x²=211.27, df=169, CFI=.98, TLI=.97).
Based on the above results, the first research hypothesis was significantly supported.

3.3. Effect of ego-orientation on the performance in the sport activities (PSA)

To test the second research hypothesis, four competing models were address: (a) null model with no causal relationships, (b) a model hypothesizing a causal relationship between task-orientation and PSA, (c) a model hypothesizing a causal relationship between ego-orientation and PSA, (d) a model hypothesizing causal relationships among the ego-orientation, task-orientation, and PSA.

Structural equation modeling analyses were conducted and four set of fit indices were computed. The null model demonstrated poorest fit ($x^2=1958.54$, df=104, CFI=.34, TLI=.30), the second model showed highly improved but still poor fit ($x^2=386.25$, df=103, CFI=.81, TLI=.81), the third model showed reasonable fit ($x^2=281.19$, df=103, CFI=.91, TLI=.92), and the fourth model demonstrated the best fit ($x^2=238.68$, df=102, CFI=.93, TLI=.94). Based on the above results, the fourth model was selected as a baseline model.

Task and ego-orientation were input as exogenous latent variables on the PSA and the effect of the task-orientation was not significant, however, the effect of ego-orientation was positively significant. I found that ego-orientation had the significant effect on the PSA, but did not find whether the significance of the effect was universal for all kind of sport activities. As a follow-up analysis, therefore, three alternative models were constructed: (a) a model with ego-orientation as an exogenous latent variable and the PSA of soccer as an endogenous latent variable, (b) a model with ego-orientation as an exogenous latent variable and the PSA of fitness as an endogenous latent variable, (c) a model with ego-orientation as an exogenous latent variable and the PSA of Taekwondo as an endogenous latent variable. The indice of fit of the three models were acceptable; model (b) showed the best fit among the three models ($x^2=15.70$, df=102, CFI=.99, TLI=.99), model (a) the second best fit ($x^2=19.17$, df=102, CFI=.99, TLI=.99), model (c) the least but very decent fit ($x^2=110.16$, df=102, CFI=.94, TLI=.95).

Based on the above results, the second research hypothesis was significantly supported.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The purpose of this study is to identify the effect of achievement orientation on the military cadets’ intention for adherence to sport activities and performance in the sport activities. Four hundred senior military cadets were sampled to accomplish the research purpose and 367 subjects of them fully responded to the survey questionnaires. The collected data were analyzed in the structural equation modeling and the results of the analyses were like these: first, the military cadets’ ego-orientation had significantly positive effect on their intention for adherence to sport activities, and second, the military cadets’ ego-orientation had significantly positive effect on their performance in the sport activities of soccer, fitness, and Taekwondo.

The results of this study have many suggestions and implications for research and practice of physical education. First, it is interesting that the effect of ego-orientation is stronger than that of task-orientation because many previous researchers reported contrasting results. That is, in the most of the precedent studies, task-orientation demonstrated more significant effect on the IASA and the PSA than that of ego-orientation because the task-orientation leads athletes to focus more on the dexterity of their performance than an outcome of a match. The contrasting results could be understood that to higher rank, so they care more about the had stronger effect on their achievement in academics, military training, and disciplinary evaluation than task-orientation[26].

Second, the results of this study suggest that researchers should concentrate on the context of the evaluation when they conduct a study of comparison of effect between the
task and ego-orientation because the magnitude of effect depends on the context of the evaluation rather than the kind of achievement orientation. For example, the task-orientation would have stronger effect than ego-orientation in the context of criterion-referenced evaluation because a student does not need to compete against his or her peers as the score depends on the dexterity of his or her performance. In the context of norm-referenced evaluation, on the contrary, ego-orientation would be acceptable to the learners because they have to defeat other students to have better score.

Third, the results of this study indicate that the norm-referenced evaluation system in the military academy has profitable effect on the military cadet’s academic accomplishment because the cadets tend to make more effort in the competitive situation than in the cooperative situation. This study, however, also suggests that instructors of the physical education need to choose norm or criterion-referenced evaluation system to improve the military cadets’ performance as well as their participation in the sport activities. The precedent studies in the physical education research suggest that moderately competitive atmosphere in the sport activities would stimulate the learners’ concentration and performance, however, too competitive atmosphere would harm their performance[27].
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Abstract

Psychological Warfare against NORTH KOREA with an absolute advantage from NORTH KOREA was suspended as it was used as a role of political sacrifice for the greater advantage in war. Psychological war was a key tool that was used in order to induce a meeting between mid-ranking North and South Korean military officials, but in response psychological warfare organizations suffered in their existence and led to a decrease in use. Fortunately, after the issue of Cheonan Navy Ship, the North Korean Attack on Yeonpyeong Island, and the August 25 Agreement, the importance of the functions of psychological warfare were confirmed and developmentally reconstructed.

Psychological warfare holds a great deal of importance; it can secure national interests as well as victory in war. Moreover, it enables the enemy to conform and contributes to playing a decisive role in victory, with minimal cost and effort. The elements that require institutional development include the establishment of a professional organization as well as the use of professional agents, and so forth.

Strategically, the plans for development include the simultaneous harmonization of psychological warfare against NORTH KOREA, with a mission that contributes to the unification-oriented national project. Additionally such strategic plans include: the implementation of psychological warfare by educating the North Korean army and people of unification, the development of argument and persuasion skills in psychological warfare, the development of the method in which psychological warfare is utilized, the development to the strategy for unearned victory of the enlightenment of the North Korean, and the creation of a favorable environment for the performance of psychological warfare.

There are the issues that should be systematically developed. First, the establishment of professional organizations should be developed. Second, it is the use of specialists. Third, it is the integrated management of psychological warfare operations. Fourth, a system for analyzing the psychological effects should be activated. Fifth, we need to develop equipment that surpasses and overwhelsms North Korea’s psychological warfare capabilities.

In addition, there are challenges to be developed with strategic purposes. First, psychological warfare should act in a way that responds to the current and future changes in the Korean peninsula. Second, the psychological warfare should be transferred into the field of unification education for North Korean and North Korean people. Third, it is the development of psychological warfare techniques. Fourth, it is the victory strategy. Fifth, it is the psychological warfare in proactively reach out to people. Sixth, it is the making of a conducive environment for psychological warfare. For example, it is necessary to create and utilize various psychological warfare environments such as cyber psychological warfare.

[Keywords] Psychological Warfare, Psychological Warfare against North Korea, Psychological Warfare against South Korea, Military Conference, Psychological Warfare Role and Function
1. Introduction

Psychological warfare is a widely used term in our daily life, but few people know the exact meaning. It is often used in some contexts for instant self-gratification. The term psychological warfare is used as a tool or method for a physical victory in war in a broad term and for a mind activity in interpersonal relationship.

After the Inter-Korean military general talks in 2004, North Korean psychological warfare in the front line was suspended. During the past two decades, the North Korean forces have been waiting for a chance to take revenge on their defeat in the Yeonpyeong Sea Battle. They revealed their malice to the world in an anti-Korean people with a surprise attack on Choenan and Yeonpyeong Island[1]. On August, 4, 2015, during the search operation of the 1st Army in the demilitarized zone, a mine set up by the North Korean army detonated and causing serious injury to our soldiers.

In response to these incidents, the Korean government demanded that North Korea issue an apology and appropriate punishment for these incidents. At 5:00 PM on August 10, they expressed these demands by broadcasting the “Warning Statement to North Korea” through loudspeakers toward North Korea in 2 locations near the DMZ. North Korea failed to cope with this challenging situation and demanded high-level inter-Korean talks that were then negotiated to take place on August 25. The most critical and decisive role in helping us in the Cold War of inter-Korean relations was the psychological war waged toward North Korea. This has since gained importance.

The history of psychological warfare started from the Korean War, however no significant progress has been made. This is because most military commanders think the psychological warfare is part of the operation, or that is a part of deception or propaganda. However, psychological warfare plays an important role in creating and conducive environment for victory. Recognizing this fact alone can have a great effect on the operation of a mission[2].

There is a need to reorganize psychological warfare organizations and assets in order to overpower North Korea in relatively unfavorable geographical conditions and weather, to promote favorable conditions for national and defense policies and to lead an effort towards Unification of Korea. Therefore, we will analyze the reality of our military psychological warfare, draw out a development plan, and propose the direction to improve the systematic development and agenda.

Through this process and by establishing the concept of psychological warfare as a tactical dimension, it will be possible to present the direction of a more advanced system and strategy as well as provide the correct understanding of psychological warfare. In addition, by sharing the proper understanding of psychological warfare, it will be possible to apply to all operations and obtain a method of guaranteeing the conditions for victory.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Definition of psychological warfare

The concept of psychological warfare can have different meanings depending on the viewpoint, as in a strategic aspect or an auxiliary means of military purpose. In addition, the meaning of English is similar but only differs in its scope of use. Therefore, it is generally mixed with psychological warfare, psychological strategy, and psychological operation[3].

Psychological warfare is a superior concept represented by the concept of war, Psychological strategy is a policy or strategic concept that is widely used in economics, society, and culture. Psychological operation is a lower concept used as a tactical or operational purpose.

In recent years, the term “psychological war” has been replaced by the term “propaganda” or “aggressive measures” as a means of psychological warfare[4]. It also tends to avoid the terms ‘war’ and ‘warfare’ in time of peace. For example, the manual of the US
Army has been changed to ‘Psychological operation’ instead of ‘Psychological warfare’ since 1957[5].

The original concept of psychological warfare had a humanistic intention to minimize casualties in war. Based on humanism, the concept has been used as a means to increase efficiency and contribute to winning a war. Recognizing the importance of psychological warfare and its attempt to do so began with the ancient war. It was during World War I that the term started to be used in a modern sense, but it can be said that it was in World War II when it was used effectively in its true sense[6].

Psychological warfare stimulates the internal division of the enemy by stimulating them with the propaganda in the classical sense. It stimulates by agitation, testimony, and publicity, enlightenment, and objective criticism in the modern sense of meaning. On the domestic side, Psychological warfare promotes the unity of the people through publicity, persuasion, and the use of mass psychology through mass media. In the external aspect, it promotes political and economic benefits through negotiations, competitive conflicts, and high-dimension psychological behavior[7].

2.2. Psychological factors

In order for psychological warfare to be established, the following six basic elements should be used[8].

First, the executing entity or subject for psychological warfare is one that plans, executes, and supports the psychological warfare.

Second, the target audience of psychological warfare can be any individual, organization, or country except the executing entity itself.

Third, the Psychological Media effectively communicates the subject and content that the executing entity wants to convey to the target audience. The most commonly used media include radio media (radio, loudspeaker, TV, etc.), print media (newspapers, flyers, publications, etc.), and culture and art media (plays, movies, pictures, etc.).

Fourth, depending on the goal and direction of the psychological warfare aimed toward the target audience, the persuasive content includes the subject, title and persuasive direction.

Fifth, the effect of psychological warfare is the response to the contents of the psychological warfare and sensitivity to the stimulus received by the target audience from the executing entity.

Finally, there is judgment and adjustment. Judgment is the process of connecting the response and effectiveness of the psychological warfare that was conducted with the collected information in order to find the necessary new psychological elements. Through judgment, the direction and content of psychological warfare is revised in a process called “adjustment” to determine the direction and method of the new psychological war to be carried out next.

2.3. Principles of psychological warfare

The basic principle of psychological warfare is to induce the psychological reaction of expectation by giving attention to the human sensuality which is the organism of psychological war as the principle of response to the stimulus. Therefore, it is necessary to maximize the effect of psychological warfare by applying accurate information about the target object and basic principles of psychological warfare.

The object of psychological warfare is divided into country, group, individual, etc. The core principle of psychological warfare is in whether effective responses can be induced as intended by the subject, in providing certain psychological stimulus to an individual’s identity that comprises a nation or group.

2.4. Psychological warfare role and function

The psychological warfare in the military provides unique and powerful assets to military operations during times of war and peace. The purpose of conducting psychological warfare is to change the emotions, behaviors, attitudes, and perceptions of neutral,
friendly or hostile countries, to our intended purposes and intentions.

To this end, psychological warfare not only influences policy and decision-making but also leadership, following members and to systems in general. The psychological media and activities change the inside of the target to conform to the intended goals of our country and military strategy, and operation on a tactical level.

The role and function of psychological warfare are as follows[9].

First, it is to strengthen influence in international relations. In international relations, psychological warfare generally aims to promote a better understanding of its own country, and to promote mutual understanding among its citizens and foreign nationals to gain national interests.

Second, it is to promote military strategy and operation. It can stimulate the psychological elements of targets and expect responses such as ‘war suppression’, ‘psychological paralysis’, deception and surprise, ‘shock and fear’.

Third, it is the provision and strengthening of ideology. The psychological war should strive to promote the strengths of its own country and exploit the weaknesses of its counterparts; to mobilize the minds of its own members and to undermine the cohesion of opponents. To this end, psychological warriors lead consciousness and public opinion in order to influence the behavior of the targets and their command, by moving their feelings, motives and attitudes.

Fourth, it is a means of demonstrating leadership and organizational management. It is necessary to accurately grasp and motivate the desires of the members of the organization and use them effectively. It is necessary to heighten aggression, hostility, anger, etc. in order to utilize the condensed psychological energy in the group, and use the symbol to present the vision.

Fifth, it is a function of forming public opinion. Public opinion represents a common opinion of the public on social issues or problems, and such public opinion is an important strategic element. Therefore, the organizers of psychological warfare are in a double-sided situation where they should form and manage public opinion, but they must also conform to public opinion.

Sixth, is the attitude change of the combatant. Psychological warfare is used to secure the mental power of unseen and intangible combat power, this is the morale initiative.

3. Actual Condition of Psychological Warfare to North Korea

3.1. Method and effect of psychological warfare to North Korea

In the process of verifying the effect of psychological warfare against the people who defected from North Korea to the front line of our military, the defectors made the following statement.

First, the psychological warfare media against North Korea served as a window for comparison between North and South Korea and it was confirmation of the Korea Dream that is widely spread in North Korea.

Second, it was highly regarded that the diversity of media used in North Korean psychological warfare was effective in helping them understand Korea.

Third, by providing a variety of consistent information based on facts and truth, it doubled the persuasiveness of South Korea education for the North Korean Army and North Korean residents in the front area. Moreover it improved persuasiveness by acting as a window to the inter-Korean reconciliation cooperation and building of trust.

In addition, the content of statement per media is as follows[10].

Prior to 1997, the credibility of loudspeaker broadcasting in North Korea was only about 50% in trustworthiness among the North Korean people and the residents. However, in 1999 it was almost 100% in reliability. For example, Hyundai Group’s support for North Korea and the developments of Kumgang Mountain are consistent with the loud-
speaker broadcasting in North Korea. As a result the trust and persuasiveness of the North Koreans increased as such claims proved to be true.

North Korean army and residents preferred programs that included news and music that provided information from the outside world. In addition, religious broadcasting began in 1998, and it was effective enough to have North Korean authorities expressing their discomfort eleven times both directly and indirectly. Some North Korean defectors who defected from North Korea in 2003, stated that “If Korean broadcasting was off, I was bored and frustrated.”

The leaflet and everyday goods dropping operations were temporarily interrupted in preparation for the inter-Korean summit in 2000, and it proved to show how effective those operations of delivering and spraying products and fliers to North Korea were. They mostly trusted photo fliers, and after enjoyably reading cartoon fliers, when the content of the flyer, broadcast contents, and electric signboards coincide and were consistent with one another, it was more effective.

In the case of goods dropping around North Korean military units, it was difficult to use, but in residential areas, it is said that the labels on the goods were removed or altered and then traded in the black market.

The electronic signboard was also utilized. This signboard is not a modern electronic signboard that shows the photo and pictures we see, but the six electronic signboards that are large enough to be seen in the text in consideration of the visible distance. The effect of this operation was very high.

The face-to-face operation was held at regular broadcasting hours when the sentry post of the South and the North were communicating in close proximity. Our side consisted of three soldiers, but North Korea consisted of three officers.

The Korean counterparts said that they were able to feel politeness of the South and felt that they were trying hard to provide a lot of information to the North officers.

In conclusion, the loudspeaker broadcasting show-cased to the North about the reality of the South through various information, and although the leaflet and the goods were discontinued since April 2000 this operation still proved to be continuously effective as they were still being discovered, read, and utilized.

The electric signboard was a medium that showed freedom and abundance and served as a guide to help them understand Korea. Furthermore, it is believed that the face-to-face operation played a crucial role in resolving the tensions in the front area as there was a presence of honesty and friendliness of inter-Korean dialogue between the front-line soldiers.

3.2. North Korea’s response to psychological Warfare

North Korea has tried hard to neutralize our psychological warfare against them, by agreeing to suspend broadcast and leaflet operations in the 7.4 Joint Statement in 1972, stop the goods and leaflet operations at the June 15, 2000 summit, and stop mutual psychological warfare at ministerial talks (11th and 13th).

However, North Korea has not been able to achieve satisfactory results due to the efforts of our psychological warriors and legitimate persuasion.

Since 2004, a number of working-level talks have been held to prepare for full-scale military talks. Instead of stopping our psychological warfare from the South, North Korea tried to make a concession to us to either retreat their artillery batteries 5km or Gaesung. However, on June 4, 2004, at the military talks between South and North Korea for political reasons, “Stopping of the mutual psychological war and demolishing of its medium” was agreed upon.

With the inter-Korean high-level military talks held on June 4, 2004, North Korea neutralized our North Korean psychological warfare, and in response recovered from the psychological warfare defeats in their region instantly, and violated South Korean society
through cyber psychological warfare. On the other hand, what about our standing?

First, the recognition of the importance and necessity of the psychological war has been dissipated due to the unilateral loss of the superior psychological warfare ability. Therefore, the psychological warfare ability that can be used in times of war is at a crisis of being lost.

Second, the psychological defense and protective devices of our soldiers in the front line have been lost.

Third, today our unilateral concession of the superiority of psychological warfare ability, where the military trust between the South and North Korea does not even amount to a nascent stage, has resulted in a terrible state of losing the psychological war ability.

Fourth, the loss of the only window in which information flows to North Korea has frustrated North Korean soldiers and its residents' desire for a better life. This resulted in the deepened cultural divide between North and South Koreans in times of Korea reunification.

4. Problems and Improvement Plans

The problems arising from the problems mentioned above of our poor state of psychological warfare are as follows.

First, there is a limitation of the development which is caused by the negative perception of the psychological war and the misunderstanding caused by the psychological war. Negative perceptions of psychological warfare have a great influence on domestic and external psychological warfare that must be operated during war and in times of peace. Such perceptions also greatly influence the development of psychological warfare for peace and stability.

In addition, the confusion over scope and function of psychological warfare is mistaken for the strategic communication, information operations, and public diplomacy and public affairs operations associated with psychological warfare. This causes misunderstanding of the unique function of psychological warfare.

Second, due to these negative perceptions, restrictions on doctrine, education, and professional training development have been stunted. The manuals related to the psychological war were stopped from being developed and related education was abolished.

Therefore, in the absence of expertise in psychological warfare, staff have been assigned to psychological warfare department and is currently in charge of operations for both times of war and peace.

The security environment on the Korean peninsula has been changing rapidly as demonstrated by attacks on Cheonan, the Yeonpyeong island shelling, the 8.25 North Korean mine incident and recent North Korean nuclear tests. In this situation, the most important weapon and necessary strategy is psychological warfare.

This is because the changes in the security environment on the Korean peninsula are due primarily to changes in awareness and perception, rather than in changes of physical or military nature.

In fact, South Korea has a disadvantage in psychological warfare compared to North in terms of relative geographical conditions and institution. However, we will need to develop the psychological warfare systematically and strategically in order to overwhelm North Korea and ultimately lead the unification by creating favorable conditions in national policy and defense policy. The following issues should be systematically developed.

First, the establishment of professional organizations should be developed. If psychological warfare specialists are fully staffed and operated with the training of specialized abilities, a great effect in psychological warfare can be achieved.

Second, it is the use of specialists. Psychological warfare cannot exclude the possibility of being used politically, therefore long-term training of personnel is needed to recruit and train talent in policies and specialty fields.

Third, it is the integrated management of psychological warfare operations. The psychological media has characteristics with its own unique advantage in each form of media,
so it can maximize the effect when it is integrated.

Fourth, a system for analyzing the psychological effects should be activated.

Fifth, we need to develop equipment that surpasses and overwhelms North Korea’s psychological warfare capabilities.

The following are challenges to be developed with strategic purposes.

First, psychological warfare should act in a way that responds to the current and future changes in the Korean peninsula.

Second, the psychological warfare should be transferred into the field of unification education for North Korean and North Korean people.

Third, it is the development of psychological warfare techniques. The psychological warfare environment, which can utilize the modern information communication devices such as the unmanned airplane, the Internet, and the smartphone and related measures, needs to be developed.

Fourth, it is the victory strategy. Even if economic and human exchanges for reconciliation are facilitated, people in both South and North Korea will still perceive each other as the main adversary. This perception will not disappear easily.

Fifth, it is the psychological warfare in proactively reach out to people. It is necessary to consider an idea of establishing a psychological warfare radio and TV station that can share its purpose with people and broadcasting the content to North

Sixth, it is the making of a conducive environment for psychological warfare. One of the factors that psychological warfare could not have continuously developed is lack of efforts to support psychological warfare academically and scientifically. Therefore, it is necessary to continue researching and training professionals, by entrusting the educational center associated with reputable universities or research institutes. In addition, it is necessary to create and utilize various psychological warfare environments such as cyber psychological warfare[11].

5. Discussion and Suggestions

Most wars were premised on destruction and killing for victory. Thus a victory obtained is a seed of another destruction and killing; bringing about scientific means to the development of an asymmetric weapon to gain a relative superiority. Recently, North Korea’s method of persecuting the South with its nuclear weapons, the attack on Cheonan, Yeonpyeong island shelling, and the mine incident all demonstrate to the stupidity of bringing about both Koreas to a total destruction.

It should not be forgotten that psychological warfare in the true sense does not intend to blur the judgment of the opponent for victory. It places the importance of human life and the nobility and dignity of culture in the first place. In other words, psychological warfare is to help ones who are in the dark to correctly judge the situation they are in so that it can eventually lead them to make reasonable judgments[12].

It is the psychological warfare that is the best and most effective asymmetric weapon that can be deployed against North Korea, who tries to break our psychological warfare whenever there is an opportunity and in reality, it is the weapon which they are most afraid of. It is also the psychological warfare that restrains war on the Korean Peninsula. It also is the best investment we can make to induce them to our system in terms of psychological and cultural unification.

It is urgent to institute a system that can rebuild a psychological warfare that can form a sound public opinion and lead the efforts of unification. Also it is important to supplement the system with regulations as required. It is time to seek the expansion of psychological warfare awareness in our people and the military.
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Abstract

This research attempted to reconstruct ‘Boram’, a realistic, vivid, and daily word deduced from the minds of the general public, as a psychological concept. To do this, the context in which the word ‘Boram’ is used in real life was studied, and analyzed for its meaning and type through a qualitative research method. Research data was deduced and organized from the context and contents of the word ‘Boram’ used by participants in unrestrained situations such as when watching TV wherein the researcher has no control over. As a result of the research, ‘Boram’ is defined as a feeling that comes after being satisfied on the result of contributing positive meaning to a work chosen by the doer, and going through a problem-solving process. In addition, the cognitive process of Boram is a ‘post optimistic thought.’ Since emotion that is generated from such cognitive process is rewarding or worthwhile, Boram is an emotion that is felt when realizing the hope of an individual. Furthermore, Boram is classified into 4 types based on its usage context and form of structure. The classifications are: ‘displaying capability worthiness’, ‘overcoming adversity achievement worthiness’, ‘displaying capability achievement worthiness’, ‘overcoming adversity displaying capability achievement worthiness’.

First, ‘displaying capability worthiness’ is felt by people who are proud of their abilities. Evaluation of one’s ability is not an objective evaluation but perceived evaluation, so it is a feeling felt when giving positive evaluation to oneself in the potential or ability one has.

Second, ‘overcoming adversity-achievement worthiness’ is the feeling felt when one goes through a difficult process to earn a small but desired result and eventually, he or she gives a subjective and positive evaluation of the result.

Third, ‘displaying capability-achievement worthiness’ is felt when fully using and displaying one’s positively perceived ability, and giving his or her subjective and positive evaluation on the result earned through this.

Fourth, ‘overcoming adversity-displaying capability -achievement’ is felt by overcoming a difficult process, displaying one’s ability in overcoming hardships or in things one wants to, and giving subjective and positive evaluation on the result.

Situations where ordinary people experience Boram were precisely analyzed to contrive the original form and the original forms were combined to reconstruct the psychological structure of Boram. This research searched and analyzed a new concept through qualitative method and strived to find its function. It has a weakness of not using scientific research methods at all. However, the significance lies on finding the possibility that ‘Boram’ can be an ingredient of scientific psychology, positive psychology, and cultural psychology through an attempt to conceptualize ‘Boram’.

Keywords: Boram, Worthiness, Displaying Capability Worthiness, Overcoming Adversity-Achievement Worthiness, Displaying Capability Achievement Worthiness
1. Introduction and Background

Among the psychological papers published in Korea recently, many papers on the power of positive thought of Koreans have been published. In addition to existing positive psychological concepts such as satisfaction, sense of well-being, satisfaction, altruism and commitment, researches on strengths peculiar to Koreans have been made.

Sang-jin Choi and Tae-yeon Jeong(2001) conceptualized Korean psychology on ‘endurance’, a process of enduring suffering by analyzing traditional fairy tales and symbols[1]. Moreover, Kyeong-ja Hyun(2009) conceptualized the cause of overcoming hardships unique to Koreans as ‘optimism’. Also, she produced an ‘optimistic attitude’ standard consisting of factors such as ‘diversification’, ‘self-affirmation’, and ‘social affirmation’ to measure this[2]. Furthermore, Min Han(2007) structured exhilaration in Korean culture and optimistic emotion as a psychological concept[3]. These research trends followed the limitation of positive psychology by Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi(2014) and supplementation of literary psychology on existing psychology. Accordingly, Korean positive psychology emerged as a new field of interest[4]. This trend is a desirable phenomenon in which the main topic of psychology which was originally inclined to universalism and pathological approach came closer to our life and becomes more realistically helpful. Therefore, this research wishes to reconstruct ‘Boram’ to be more realistic, alive, and deduced from the hearts of normal people as a psychological concept.

2. Research Method

We conducted our study through qualitative research methods to see in which context ‘Boram’ is used in our daily life, and analyze its meaning and type. The data to be used in the research were in the context of using the word ‘worthy’ and the contents were deduced and organized in unrestrained situations like watching TV. Data are classified and organized into time, program name, user, and context and content of the word ‘reward’ appearing on TV.

There are many ways to collect data for qualitative research. Methods through open surveys and interviews are generally used. However, the reason for collecting data through TV for this research is that it is judged to be more appropriate for a more strict phenomenal research than data collection through surveys or interviews. It is because data from TV do not give the researcher any control. Surveys and interviews have the possibility of participants being influenced by the questions of the researcher, and intentional answers cannot be ruled out. That is, by collecting data through TV, the state of experience of ordinary people can be described as it is, without being tied to the theory or prejudice of the researcher. To capture the moment included in the consciousness rather than human behavior, the researcher acquired and used TV narration and interviews in which he has no control over.

The data collection period is from January to May 2009, and the total number of data used in the analysis is 20. As mentioned above, 19 cases except case 20 were acquired through TV. Collected data were interpreted based on the similarity of its context and content, and classified into categories. Classification of categories was done through discussion and advice of the researcher and graduate students majoring in culture psychology.

3. Summary of Cases

The results of summarizing the TV narration and interviews in which the word ‘worthy’ is used during the period of data collection are as follows.
[Case #1] 2009. 1. 14(Wed) 16:00, EBS / Extreme Job ‘Bottom Trawl fishing boat part 1st’ narration

- Context: It describes that there is no commercially valuable fish, but only smaller fishes in the net the sailor pulled up with difficulty.

- Content: “without any worth, without any outcome.”
[Case #2] 2009. 1. 16(Fri) 20:00, KBS 1 / Hometown Report narration

- Context: As fishermen fish in the midst of cold winter, a carp is caught after waiting for a long time.
- Content: “There is worth waiting in the cold.”

[Case #3] 2009. 1. 18(Sun) 22:55, MBC / MBC Special ‘Dinosaur Land’, Interview with Dr. Lee(Director of Dinosaur Exploration)

- Context: There are many difficulties in the dessert to find dinosaur fossils.
- Content: “It feels worthwhile finding a new dinosaur unknown on earth, studying and naming it, and making it known all over the world.”

[Case #4] 2009. 2. 1(Sun) 16:30, KBS / Three Days ‘40 years of musician’s hometown’ Interview with Mr. Ji (Flute 50 year repair craftsman)

- Context: While repairing flutes in one location in the paradise area for more than 50 years, many musicians play beautiful music with the musical instruments he repaired, and come back again.
- Content: “Musicians come running frantically if their instruments are strange. Then, I fix it and enable them to play again. How worthwhile is it.”

[Case #5] 2009. 2. 14(Sat) 9:40, SBS / A master of garlic, Bossam house chef interview

- Context: Making food by earnestly cutting onions and providing delicious food to customers, and as a result, customers feel thankful for the delicious food.
- Content: “It is worth it when I hear their gratefulness - Thank you for the food.”

[Case #6] 2009. 2. 12(Thurs) 22:50, EBS / Extreme Job ‘Stuntman’, Stuntman Park Ji-sun (experience for 3 years) Interview

- Context: Has to practice a lot for dangerous action, and continue shooting overnight for over 40 hours
- Content: “Other people thought I am hurt with the action scenes, but I shouldn’t be...so, I practice a lot. It is worthwhile when I manage to pull dangerous action on the set.”

[Case #7] 2009. 3. 6(Fri) 22:05, KBS2 / VJs on the Scene ‘Close coverage. World of harbor working man’, Worker Interview

- Context: Do difficult and dangerous task of building large ships in the port
- Content: “I feel pleased and worthy. It is worthwhile.”


- Context: Poaching surveillance member of Jeongseon-gun, Gangwon-do sweats to go around deep in the mountain and removes traps set by poachers the whole day to catch and bust poaching scene even in freezing weather
- Content: “Even if it is hard to do, it feels worthwhile when I arrest a poacher. I am also proud of protecting wild animals.”

[Case #9] 2009. 2. 22(Sun) 19:30, KBS2 / Two Days and One Night ‘1 night 2 days with viewers’, Subtitle

- Context: To fulfill their morning wake up mission, three teams climb to the top of the mountain at the same time as the team wakes up.
- Content: “A morning worthy of hard work.”

[Case #10] 2009. 3. 29(Sun) 17:00, FOX / VJs on the Scene, Auto Bike Club Interview

- Context: An auto bike club visits a whole chicken soup restaurant deep in the mountain after spending 3 hours to find it on the map, and eats delicious whole chicken soup.
- Content: “I feel the worth of a 3-hour long journey.”

[Case #11] 2009. 4. 18(Sat) 18:20, MBC / Infinite Challenge, The script of the comedian Jung Jun-ha

- Context: It took 5 hours to visit Bo-seong just to drink one cup of green tea, arrive at
the green tea field, and watch over the green tea field with clean air and good scenery.

- Content: “It is a worthwhile five hours.”

[Case #12] 2009. 4. 27(Mon) 17:56, SBS / Live Today ‘Growing up 7 brother and sister’ Male MC’s comment

- Content: Life of couple who raises 7 children

- Content: “Although it is hard, it will be worthwhile to raise all of them.”

[Case #13] 2009. 5. 8(Fri) 23:00, KBS / VJs on the Scene ‘I took my life. Korea Strong heart ingathering’. Large transmission tower construction site staff

- Content: Working in face of danger, depending on just one safety belt at high altitude where it takes 30 minutes to climb. However, I work with a feeling that others cannot feel, and feel a sense of achievement when the transmission tower is completed one by one.

- Content: “It is very fun and worthwhile.”

[Case #14] 2009. 5. 8(Fri) 23:00, KBS / VJs on the Scene ‘I took my life. Korea Strong heart ingathering’. Amusement park staff

- Content: Checking the rides and collecting reaction data of customers by repeatedly riding scary rides

- Content: “When I ride rides I chose and watch customers feel good, it feels ‘worthwhile’ and I feel happy.”

[Case #15] 2009. 5. 13(Wed) 08:15, KBS / Screening Humanity ‘Cho Oh-ryeon’s A honeymoon diary part 3rd’, Interview with Mr. Cho

- Context: Athlete Oh-ryeon Jo (60 years old) gather community leaders of Haenam region and ask for cooperation to find sponsors while preparing for swimming across the Strait of Korea.

- Content: “Fortunately, the reactions are not so bad, so there is ‘worth’ in feeling awkward.”

[Case #16] 2009. 5. 16(Sat) 12:24, EBS / Extreme Job ‘Saltern’ Interview with Lee Man-seok(45 years experience, Oldest person)

- Content: Expresses losing left arm when young, and strives only on salt field to raise children well

- Content: “Make my children all study until university, get my son to marry and buy an apartment. It is worthwhile.”

[Case #17] 2009. 1. 25(Sat) 17:00, EBS / Extreme Job ‘Special Forces in ROK part 2nd’, Interview with the Chammae troops staff sergeant

- Content: Reminiscing the most memorable event during special force army time

- Content: “The most worthwhile event was the disaster prevention task during an oil spill.”

[Case #18] 2009. 1. 7(Wed) 17:33, YTN / YTN News ‘In the middle of winter – Phalaenopsis’, Interview with Im Bum-shik(A farmer in the Iwol-myeon, Jincheon-gun, Chungbuk)

- Content: Carefully growing Phalaenopsis seedlings for about 20 months, and watching the flowers in full bloom recently

- Content: “I feel that it is worth it when I see the Phalaenopsis blooming splendidly as much as I worked on it.”

[Case #19] 2009. 1. 26(Mon) 00:50, M net / I express losing left arm when young, and strives only on salt field to raise children well

- Content: There were hardships while fulfilling the appointment of being the school leader at Korea University for 2 years, but I was elected as the best school leader for year 07 and 08.

- Content: I would like to express my gratitude to everyone who gave me generous support, numerous advices and help to finish an important position as a school leader with great worth.”
4. Results

Based on the examples above, the original type of ‘Boram’ could be classified into three according to meaning and similarity of context in which the word ‘worth’ was used. First is worthiness felt when an individual achieves a positive result after finishing something. The researcher named such reward as ‘achievement worthiness’. Achievement worthiness is felt by giving a positive meaning to results earned after performing a duty. Therefore, it is a result-oriented reward. Second is worthiness felt after an individual overcomes hardships in the process of performing something. The researcher named such as ‘overcoming adversity worthiness’. Overcoming adversity worthiness is earned by giving a positive meaning in experiencing a difficult process of performing something and the process of adversities and overcoming such. Therefore, it is a process-oriented reward. Third is worthiness felt after evaluating that an individual appropriately and effectively displays an ability, potential and skill when performing something. Displaying capability worthiness is earned by giving a positive meaning to one’s contribution in performing something. Therefore, it is a capability-oriented reward.

When we look into these three types of Boram, there are cases when one type may not be able to fully explain the meaning of being worthy. That is, in the context of an individual feeling worthy, at least one or more than two forms among the three types of Boram ‘achievement worthiness’, ‘overcoming adversity worthiness’, and ‘displaying capability worthiness’, are combined to make an individual feel rewarded. For example, there is no reward felt just by overcoming adversities. When there is a positive result after overcoming adversities and one looks back to it, he or she feels rewarded. Moreover, there is no worth felt just by displaying capability. One must have positive results following the full display of capability, and when he or she gives positive meaning when looking back to it, he or she will finally feel rewarded. Then as a result, must all worth need achievement, that is, a result? It is not so. If one can overcome adversities and fully display his or her capability, he/she will feel rewarded. Based on the analysis results, four categories of Boram were determined. They are ‘capability worthiness’, ‘overcoming adversity achievement worthiness’, ‘displaying capability achievement worthiness’, ‘overcoming adversity displaying capability achievement worthiness’.

Among them, Boram made of only one form is ‘displaying capability worthiness’, and ‘achievement worthiness’ and ‘overcoming adversity worthiness’ were excluded by the researcher. The reason for this is that there was no case of feeling rewarded from just one positive result in the case analysis. It can be seen that the conditions for feeling worthy becomes clear here. Therefore, feeling worthy must have a process of overcoming difficult ordeal and hardships to earn positive results. If one easily solves a task, one does not feel ‘worthy or rewarded’. Moreover, there is no worthiness made of only adversities. If it ends with hardship, a person will feel dispirited. After overcoming ordeal and difficulty, there must be even a small but meaningful result to feel rewarded. This is also known to be a condition to feel worthy [5].

However, among the original types of Boram, ‘displaying capability worthiness’ is enough on its own for someone to feel rewarded. The reason is the condition that one’s ability, potential, and skills are used and displayed in some task already includes an original type of Boram of ‘overcoming adversity’ in the process until one’s capability becomes a usable ingredient, that is, time and effort. Moreover, the ability to display such capability and be able to make a positive assessment on the use of that capability means that it is accompanied by the result of a positive evaluation, that is, the original form of reward as ‘achievement’. Therefore, it can be interpreted that the original form of Boram of ‘overcoming adversity’ and ‘achievement’ are included in ‘capability worthiness’. Therefore, ‘displaying capability worthiness’ has been classified into a type of reward with just one original form, and ‘over-
coming adversity displaying capability worthi-
ness' was excluded from the type of classifi-
cation due to the same reason[6].

To summarize, application of these four
types to previously organized 20 cases are as
follows.

First, ‘capability worthiness’ are cases 4, 13,
14, and 17. These four cases include content
that sufficiently display one’s capabilities
such as one’s ability and skill when faced with
a task. Looking at case 4, Mr. Byeong-wook Ji,
who has been repairing flutes for 50 years,
says that he feels rewarded when many mu-
cicians come to him when their instruments
are broken. In other words, he feels worthy
through displaying his skills to fix and tune
flutes better than anyone else. This displaying
capability Boram is felt by people who are
proud of their abilities. Evaluation of one’s
ability is not an objective evaluation but per-
ceived evaluation[7], so it is a feeling felt
when giving positive evaluation to oneself in
the potential or ability one has.

Second, ‘overcoming adversity achieve-
ment worthiness’ are cases 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 15, and 19. In these nine cases, obstacles
such as adversity, trials, and difficulties are
encountered by individuals who felt re-
warded solving or performing tasks. This in-
volves enduring such difficulties or overcom-
ing these, and getting a small but positive re-
sult in the process. The evaluation on adver-
sity and achievement found in these cases are
certainly not objective evaluations. From an
objective point of view, there are results that
could be evaluated as minor. For example,
a carp, the result obtained from case 2, can
never be a valuable result to a person who
dislikes fishing. However, a carp caught after
waiting for a long time by someone just to
catch fish in cold weather is a result more pre-
cious than anything else to this person.
Therefore, this ‘overcoming adversity
achievement worthiness’ is the feeling felt
when one goes through a difficult process to
earn a small but desired result and eventually,
he or she gives a subjective and positive eval-
uation of the result[8].

Third, ‘displaying capability-achievement
worthiness’ are cases 5 and 18. These two
cases include content wherein one feels re-
warded by displaying capability such as one’s
ability or skill, followed by positive rewards
and satisfaction on results. The chief who
cooks garlic well from case 5 uses his garlic
cooking skill and the cooking skills he has
honored to cook delicious food(capability), and
when he hears the compliment, ‘Thank you
for the food’ from customers after they eat
the food(achievement), he feels rewarded.
Here, garlic cooking skill or cooking skill may
not be a great ability or excellent potential in
other people’s opinion. However, the person
who feels worthy uses the ability he has in the
task, and by displaying such capability, he
earned a small result of gratefulness from
customers. Therefore, this ‘displaying capa-
bility achievement worthiness’ is felt when
fully using and displaying one’s positively per-
ceived ability, and giving his or her subjective
and positive evaluation on the result earned
through this[9].

Fourth, ‘overcoming adversity displaying
capability achievement’ are cases 3, 6, 12, 16,
and 20. Within these five cases, all original
types of rewards ‘overcoming adversity’, ‘dis-
playing capability’, and ‘achievement’ are all
included. For example, the leader of the dino-
saur exploration team Doctor Yung-nam Lee
in case 3 is a typical example of ‘overcoming
adversity displaying capability-achievement’.
Exploring a bleak desert to find dinosaur fos-
sils, he confronts obstacles of not being able
to fulfill basic needs such as eating food,
drinking water and washing. Moreover, there
are cases when dinosaur fossils cannot be
found at all times. However, the dinosaur fos-
sil exploration team does not succumb to
such ordeal and explores continuously(over-
coming adversity). Also, dinosaur fossil explo-
ration is not something that anyone can do. It
is a task that can be done by people who have
the ability to do dinosaur exploration, such as
research and experience on dinosaurs(capa-
bility). Lastly, through overcoming adversity
and displaying capability, we find the realistic
result of dinosaur fossil, research is done to
name the new dinosaur, and eventually, it
will be used in dinosaur research around the
world(achievement). Boram is felt as these
three original types of Boram are all in har-
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mony. Therefore, ‘overcoming adversity-displaying capability -achievement’ is felt by overcoming a difficult process, displaying one’s ability in overcoming hardships or in things one wants to, and giving subjective and positive evaluation on the result. If the degree of feeling worthy could be measured quantitatively, the type that feels the most rewarding among the four types is ‘overcoming adversity displaying capability achievement’.

As such, Boram is classified into four categories according to context and structure type. The significance of this result is that the situations which normal people find rewarding were precisely analyzed to bring about the original type in feeling rewarded. Also, it is in reconstructing the psychological structure of rewards by combining the original type of Boram.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

Among the meanings of ‘worth’ from the 「National Institute Korean Language Korean Standard Unabridged Dictionary」, contents worth discussing in this research is as follows.

“The value of work that gives good result or satisfaction, or pride or self-esteem after doing something”

The definition of worth above shows the value of task which deserves satisfaction, self-esteem, and similar emotions. The word worth is generally used in adjectives such as ‘worthwhile or ‘worthy’. Its usage context is when the result after doing something is very good, so a person is satisfied enough to have pride and self-esteem. As a result of analyzing and structuring experiences of individuals who experienced feeling worthy, the concept of Boram is one that reflects a person’s ability and values. It is a concept that reflects what a person thinks ‘I’, and is the feeling felt when one confirms a self-portrait about oneself. This is self-constructed concept, which reminisces ones’ past performances and results, and sentimental concept constructed by giving meaning to it[10].

In this sense, it is different from achievement. Achievement occurs when setting a specific goal and accomplishing that goal. Moreover, results that give the feeling of achievement are objectively evaluated as successful results. However, in Boram, the result achieved may have been set or expected initially. Moreover, by giving a positive meaning subjectively to that result, Boram is felt. In such meaning, Boram can be said to be appropriate for a positive psychological topic.

Sang-jin Choi(2000) said that there are many self-reflective narrations in the conversations of Korean people. There are many lamenting narrations such as ‘I was a fool’, ‘I was insane’, and ‘I was ignorant’, and such lamenting narrations are passed to sorrow[11]. However, this thesis intends to suggest Boram through self-complacent narration contained in conversations of Koreans as a concept countering sorrow. Self complacent narration is ethical narration of being pleased with oneself such as ‘This is enough for me’ or ‘I’m proud of myself’, and the psychological state of this is Boram. Self-complacent narration is to see myself reflectively, and Boram is a psychological process of giving positive value to oneself in a reflective state. If positive value is not given, Boram cannot be felt. To reiterate, sorrow is manifested from a self-lamenting narration form, and Boram is manifested from a self complacent narration form, so the contrasting concept of sorrow could be Boram. Therefore, Boram can be a good topic for a cultural psychological research value.

Finally, when data collected for this research are interpreted, circumstantial evidence to feel Boram was deduced. First, it should be a task one chooses to do. Only when performing a task intrinsically motivated and not forced by others can the person feel worthy. Second, one must overcome a problem-solving process, that is, hardships such as desperation, disappointment, worry, and difficulties to feel worthy. This has a similar meaning with persistence and resilience among Character Strength and Virtues(CSV) suggested by Peterson and Seligman(2004), and has a meaning distinct from perseverance. Third, there must be even a small result
to give a positive meaning. This does not necessarily mean an objective result. A positive result perceived by the doer is enough for him/her to feel worthy[12].

The academic definition of ‘Boram’ concluded in this paper is as follows. Boram is a feeling that results from giving a positive meaning to one’s chosen task, going through a problem-solving process, and being satisfied with its result. The cognitive process of Boram is ‘post-optimism thinking.’ The emotion generated through this cognitive process is Boram, so Boram is a feeling that accompanies when an individual’s hope is realized.

This paper reconstructed ‘Boram’ psychologically to study the daily life of Koreans psychologically and culturally. Although it is partial and insufficient, it explored new concepts, analyzed them, and strived to find their function. Moreover, it has a limitation in not using a scientific research method at all. However, the significance is in finding possibility that ‘Boram’ can be an ingredient of scientific psychology, positive psychology, and cultural psychology through the attempt to conceptualize ‘worth’.
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